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This study examines the English-language reporting of the award in 2012 of the Nobel Prize in Literature to the Chinese author, Mo Yan. Through the corpus-based analysis of news reporting in four countries, the study found that Mo was discursively produced as an “empty signifier” through which significant cultural-political work was done in an attempt to make sense of and manage a resurgent China. Specifically, the global cultural event of the Nobel Prize in Literature was used in the US, Australian, and French news media largely to reproduce the dominant human rights discourse in which China’s dissidents were highly prominent and highly valued. In the news media of the more culturally proximate India, the literary achievement was given greater prominence. The study’s keyword and concordance analyses found a high degree of commonality in the linguistic strategies through which China was represented. The findings revealed that the English-language reporting of the Nobel Prize was characterized by narrow cosmopolitanism, in which “they” were invited to become part of “our” free world.






On 11 October 2012, the Chinese novelist Mo Yan was announced as the first Chinese citizen to receive the Nobel Prize in Literature.1 Although the prize is not intended to recognize a nation’s literature or status in the world, it is frequently regarded in those terms. This award was no different. For representatives of the Chinese state, the award signified recognition of “the prosperity and progress of Chinese literature, as well as the increasing national strength and influence of China” (Li Changchun, cited in Tatlow, 2012). For dominant voices in the west, the award’s merit was frequently linked to criticism of China’s human rights record. English-Indian writer Salman Rushdie called Mo a “patsy of the regime” (Flood, 2012), and German-Hungarian writer Herta Müller said his award was a “slap in the face” to those championing human rights (Khong, 2012). The award and its recipient evidently became a symbolic object through which the cultural and political position of China was debated in the globalized media discourse. This paper explores aspects of the discursive work through which that symbolic object was constructed.
China’s representation in the west is changing as the country, its economy, and its people become more prominent on the global stage. China no longer fits easily within long-standing ideological frameworks that have shaped news reports about it. Consequently, its representation in western media has become problematic. As Li (2012) noted, in the Australian context, the deployment of a frame in which China is portrayed as a threatening Other continues to be used in order to legitimate national identity and assert western political power. However, that frame is no longer adequate to describe China as a trading partner and tourist destination. In the cultural realm, Lovell (2006) noted a relatively fixed and longstanding framework in which Chinese literature is valued in the west either when it conforms to nineteenth-century Orientalist exoticism or when its writers rebel against the Chinese state. The controversy about Mo Yan’s Nobel Prize forced the novelist into such frames, yet it did so with such excessiveness and vehemence that the coverage can also be read as a sign of the significant discursive work that needs to be done to shore up the discursive production of China as an Other.
In much of the news coverage studied here, the opportunity to broaden western readers’ cultural horizons by engaging with the distinctive literary object of Mo’s novels was missed because reporters focused on the question of whether or not Mo was sufficiently critical of the Chinese state. This paper details a textual practice that subsumed the cultural domain under the political domain and therefore constrained China’s participation in the global cultural sphere. Mo’s status as a “real” writer was worried over, and the norms of what writers should do were argued through in the context of a dense matrix of references. The linguistic resources used systematically to represent Mo Yan are studied here as a set of keywords through which the meaning of this Chinese figure on the global stage was established through connection with certain other language items. Following Laclau (2007), we hold that through the use of these keywords, Mo became an “empty signifier” through which the resurgent China was managed in the western public imaginary. In the US, Australian, and French (English-language) news media, a key tool was human rights discourse in which China’s dissidents were highly prominent and highly valued. Only in the Indian news discourse was there greater breadth in the representation of Mo, including the aesthetics of his writings and his cultural achievements. In Fraser’s (2007) terms, a version of global society was produced here in which the subordination of Chinese and the universalization of western norms combined to justify and sustain the global dominance of the west. The reporting suggests that the mediation of global public events, such as the announcement of the Nobel Prize in Literature, still provide little space for China except in relation to western political concerns.

Theoretical framework
At the broadest level, this paper explores the possibilities of global interchange through news media by using the Nobel Prize in Literature to investigate the shared knowledge and mutual understanding that could arise across nations and cultures through the reporting of a global cultural event. The paper focuses on the details of discourse, following Blommaert (2005) in the view that a key part of the achievement of language use lies in the taking on of a certain voice in order to be understandable in the world. Furthermore, the language user is constrained by the goal of being understandable and held in a network of norms and pressures; yet at the same time the user is motivated by the goal of saying something. The close analysis of discourse therefore allows analysts to query the particular forms of power that constrain communication. According to Blommaert (2005, p. 5): 

An analysis of voice is an analysis of power effects—(not) being understood in terms of the set of sociocultural rules and norms specified—as well as the conditions for power—which it takes to make oneself understood.

In this formulation, discursive power is hegemonic. It is never a stable achievement, but something that must always be restated in fresh discourse in order to be sustained. Media language use plays a significant role in the reproduction of such hegemonic power (Gitlin, 2003).
Western media representations of non-western countries have been widely critiqued as limited both in quantity (global news flows are severely imbalanced in favor of the west so that most countries tend to be reported in terms of western interests or when crises take place) and in quality (tending to stereotyping and to negative views) (e.g., Mowlana, 1996). This coverage serves to produce an Other, that is, a group of people who, by virtue of race, nationality, religion, or other markers, are perceived as different, less successful, and less worthy of regard (Fürsich, 2002), thereby serving western national self-image and political goals. As Thussu (2000) noted, a key dimension of the political economy of international news is the highly commercialized relationship between contemporary news media and their publics, in which easy stereotypes about much of the globe dominate. However, in recent years, China has become more prominent in western international news reporting (e.g., Wilke, Heimprecht, & Cohen, 2012; Seib & Powers, 2010). There is also evidence of greater diversity in news reporting. The number of human interest stories about Chinese life has increased, as well as the portion of business news (Peng, 2004). China’s media coverage of its internal politics has also increased as its propaganda policy has evolved (Steinhardt, 2015). In several ways, the representations of China have broadened, making it more difficult to “other” Chinese society. However, given that inter-state tensions remain and in some respects are increasing as China becomes more globalized, and given the immense cultural power of othering strategies, this greater coverage needs careful scrutiny. As we argue elsewhere (Xin & Matheson, forthcoming), there is a risk that China is becoming more familiar to western publics, but in terms that construct it as outside (implicitly western) norms and thereby fix the status of the country, its people, and culture as Other.
A key theoretical question arising from this empirical work concerns the emergence of globalized media spaces that are sufficiently distinct from nationally bound media to promote the breakdown of Self–Other dichotomies and stereotypes. Following Blommaert (2010), we ask whether communicators face the demand to be understandable to more globalized publics. Clausen (2004) argued that international news is almost always localized, in order to be understandable to local publics. On the other hand, Beck proposed that economic and social developments require scholars to assume global interconnectedeness instead of national boundedness in social life (Beck & Snzaidser, 2006). Other scholars cautioned that “cosmopolitan” at-homeness in the world is accessible only to a small global elite (Cheah, 2006), whose members benefit from the economic domination of the rest. Many have noted that it is difficult to find evidence for a global public sphere in which a wide range of people meet (Hafez, 2011; Fraser, 2007).
Scholars of inter- and multicultural communication have suggested that, while communicative acts are culturally bound, and cultural identity is immanent in various parts of discourse (Carbaugh, 2014), they also produce sites where meaning is made complex. Reese cited Hjarvard’s (2001, p. 34) argument that national spheres are being somewhat deterritorialized, leading to multi-layered structures of publicity that include a global dimension as well as a local dimension. That is, although global media discourse retains much of its national and cultural biases, it can also be theorized as capable of producing interconnections under the aegis of a shared global experience:

One can more broadly imagine a “global news arena” supported by an interlocking cross-national awareness of events, in a world further connected by networks of transnational elites, media professionals among them, who engage each other through mutually shared understandings. (Reese, 2010, p. 348)

A key analytical task, therefore, is to explore the understandings that are available in the global news arena. Are multiple, contested versions of public events available? If so, how far can these be described as mutually shared? 
Because the meaning that arises between people is difficult to study empirically, this paper is careful not to claim more than that it can observe whether or not some “deterritorialization” of meaning has taken place in which cultural horizons are at least broadened. However, as Shi-xu argued (e.g., Shi-xu & Maier, 2005), the dominant tools of discourse analysis have arisen within the western context and cannot be assumed to capture successfully the meaning-making processes of other cultures, including Chinese culture where textual detail may play a less central a role in meaning. Similar studies must be undertaken from different cultural and methodological perspectives on discourse in order to create “meeting points” (Shi-xu, 2014) of scholarship. Hence, this paper can only open up aspects of China’s presence in dominant English-language global public discursive spaces through close textual analysis. It asks the following: To what extent did the news produce Mo as understandable in terms of universalized western agendas, and thereby supporting western self-knowledge and knowledge of the Other. To what extent did the news allow meeting and interconnection between forms of knowledge? 

Methodology
The paper seeks to address these questions through paying close attention to linguistic detail and drawing on a corpus linguistic-based methodology (Tognini-Bonelli, 2001) in which critical concerns are tested using a corpus of text. By studying the language used to discuss Mo against the backdrop of a much larger corpus of English language texts, we are able to identify the keywords that characterize the treatment of Mo in news texts (Rayson, 2012). We are therefore able to study how key language items were reinflected to do particular discursive work and to track attempts to fill textual references to Mo with particular meanings. We observe how particular versions of China are brought into being by determining the extent to which the language surrounding Mo is used to fix him referentially. It is then possible to analyze the extent to which this textual practice creates the conditions for the hegemonic production of meaning about China in general and conversely the extent to which the language used fosters a multiplicity of meanings and thereby the potential for global cultural interchange.
Corpus analysis begins with the observation, which is made possible by the collection of vast corpora of millions of words, that language use is highly patterned well beyond the rules of grammar, syntax, or semantics as they are traditionally understood. Words tend to recur in specific collocations (i.e., in combination with certain other words and in certain syntactic structures), and their meaning arises in connection with these common collocations. Stubbs (2001), for example, showed that the word “seeks,” particularly in the form “[noun phrase A] seeks [noun phrase B],” is most often used in newspaper English in the personals columns when someone is seeking a romantic partner. Language users subconsciously recognize the form of the word’s meaning in that context. This subconscious usage is difficult to analyze except through the large scale collection of language and its analysis by using concordances and statistical tools.
At the heart of the methodology is the combination of the qualitative analysis of how meaning arises in a particular context of usage and the quantification of language items. The analyst need not conduct a fine-grained analysis of how people use language for particular purposes because each item is studied as a unique moment. Nevertheless, the analyst is also freed from having to claim a high competence in discerning normal language or in distinguishing the choice of language at a particular moment because she or he is able to compare any instance of language use to the norms that the corpus reveals. This method has attracted critical discourse analysts because it allows them to ask questions about power without over- or under-interpreting the text according to their critical assumptions (Baker et al., 2008, p. 297). 
We draw on two analytical strategies from this field of research: keyword analysis and collocations. First, regarding keyword analysis, corpus analysis software allows a body of text to be compared to a reference corpus of standard English.2 One advantage is that keywords can be identified independently of the analytical frame being used by finding words that occur more frequently in the target corpus than in the reference corpus. These are often analyzed as playing a significant role in the text, whether in content or style (Baker, Hardie, & McEnery, 2006, p. 97-98). Here we follow Richardson and Kennedy (2012) in adding political analysis to keyword analysis. They interpreted particular keywords as signifiers that are the focus of discursive work and are used to fill the void of ideas that cannot be fully articulated as universals but which a group desires should maintain that status of universality. These are, in Laclau’s terms, “empty signifiers” in the sense that they become reference points for discontent and political moves. When they are used in this way, they become stripped of alternative meanings and, to some extent, their literal meanings. These are moments of particular force in establishing meanings.
	Second, regarding collocations, corpus analysis software allows concordances to be created of the words and syntactical structures with which a chosen word co-occurs. These allow the analysis of patterns of meaning and of units of meaning that are larger than separate words. Critical scholars have debated the merits of emphasizing statistical analyses of these collocates or interpretative analyses of smaller numbers (Conrad, 2002). In this study, we take a qualitative approach that focuses on both the distribution of collocations of keywords and the role of the dominant collocations in each text’s overall meaning.
The corpus of texts was built by gathering from the Factiva database of English-language news all news texts mentioning Mo Yan and the Nobel Prize in Literature from the first announcement in October 2012 to the end of January 2013, when the coverage gradually tailed off. The corpus therefore includes a limited number of transcripts of radio and television in the Factiva database, as well as a wide range of newspaper texts. The corpus originally comprised 670,000 tokens that were sourced from news texts in 32 countries. It was refined by removing duplicates, brief mentions of the search terms in other texts, and extraneous material. It was then sorted into national sub-samples, and four large national samples were chosen for detailed analysis: news media based in the US, France, India, and Australia (180,000 tokens). Three other large sub-samples from the UK, Canada, and Germany were omitted from the analysis so as not to over-represent Europe and North America in the data. Smaller sub-samples were omitted because they did not provide a sufficient number of texts to identify patterns in them.3 The sample and the sub-samples are small, but they meet Ooi’s (2001) test of adequacy because they contain a relatively comprehensive population of all available news texts on the topic. Moreover, they are likely to have gathered most of the lexicogrammatic features of the English-language news coverage on the announcement of Mo Yan’s award of the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2012. 




A simple keyness analysis was first conducted in order to identify the keywords to be studied in depth. The text was compared to the British National Corpus (written English sub-sample) in order to identify words occurring in the texts more frequently than they would in normal usage.4 Set phrases such as “Mo Yan” were counted as single tokens. Figure 1 presents the 100 most significant items as a word cloud. The salience of items is of course only a starting point of the analysis. Keywords are divorced from context and therefore do not convey how meaning unfolded in a text or even what topics were the most significant. They can only indicate the words that are the most characteristic of the text. However, they are able to focus the analysis on points where significant discursive work was done in the texts.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

The word cloud shown in Figure 1 suggests the presence of four semantic sets. First, it is clear that Mo’s Chinese background was foregrounded in the texts. “Chinese” and “China” occurred with the highest log likelihood of all items (LL = 5,416 and 4,806, respectively), ahead even of “Mo Yan” and well ahead of the items “prize,” “literature,” “Nobel,” and “Nobel prize.” In Fowler’s (1979) terms, China was “over-lexicalized”, particularly given that the prize is a literary award to an individual author. This following analysis investigates how the modifier words, “Chinese” and “China,” shaped the news content. Second, the word cloud suggests that the items “writer,” “writers,” “literary,” “literature,” and “author” are key topic words in the texts (LL for literature = 3,758; LL for writer = 2,060; LL for writers = 1,455; LL for author = 1,005; LL for literary = 989). It is proposed that studying how those content words were deployed and surrounded by other words will provide a focal point for the analysis.5 Third, the word cloud confirms the casual reading of the news texts that the coverage frequently mentioned both the award of the Nobel Prize in Literature to a Chinese writer alongside the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to the Chinese writer and political figure Liu Xiaobo, as well as questions about the state’s record on human rights. “Liu Xiaobo,” “Liu,” “dissident,” “peace,” “censorship,” and related items form a prominent lower-level set of content of the texts (LL ranged from 921 for “Liu Xiaobo” to 558 for “censorship”). These words were more prominent in the US and French sub-samples than in the Australian and Indian sub-samples. Fourth, reference to details about Mo, including the titles of his books (e.g., “Red Sorghum” and “Garlic Ballads”), the Swedish Academy’s citation praising his writings (e.g., “hallucinatory” and “realism”), and his biography (e.g., “pen name,” “Gaomi”) form a further lower level of content. These words occur at a much lower level of keyness than the political content (LL for the most prominent token in this set is “Red Sorghum” at 537). The analysis of keyness revealed that the writer was discursively constructed more in terms of Chinese politics than literary merit.
A central question raised by findings of the keyness analysis concerns how these semantic sets inter-relate and specifically how the literary is articulated with the political and the national in a context heavily framed as Chinese. In exploring this question further, we analyzed the language used around four key content words: “writer,” “writers,” “literary,” and “literature.” We found four discursive moves that characterized Mo and his writings. First, these words were used in descriptive phrases defining him and others as writers. Second, they were frequently surrounded by language that qualified their meaning, often shifting the semantic domain from art to politics. Third, we found fixed phrases that, in contrast to the literary, put certain understandings of the politics of China beyond contestation. Fourth, we found references to the writer were surrounded by normative language that produced an ideal set of relationships, usually between art and politics. These discursive moves worked differently in each national media.

Concordance of “Writer”	
The word “writer” was among the top 10 keywords, occurring 608 times in the sample. The word was the main synonym for Mo Yan and often followed the name of the author as the second mention in news texts. The analysis found that it most often functioned in descriptive phrases (44.2% overall). This was sometimes explicit in quotations or reported speech, such as “Howard Goldblatt describes the Chinese writer as a quiet and thoughtful autodidact.” More frequently, the description was embedded in noun phrases, such as “a well-deserving and well-published writer,” “an official writer” or simply, “the 57-year-old writer.” The term therefore labeled and even defined Mo as a writer and informed readers about how Mo filled that category. Occasionally, the word was used to describe other individuals with whom Mo-as-writer was compared. These references ranged from the literary (“American writer William Faulkner”) to politically charged references to Liu Xiaobo or Gao Xingjian both of whom have been highly critical of the Chinese state (“Mo is not the first Chinese-born writer”). There was little variation in how news media in different national contexts used the term in this way. All gave the word “writer” a defining role.
	However, there was substantial variation in the way the keyword “writer” was surrounded by other language. About 20% of the usage was in syntax that qualified and specified the meaning of the word or problematized the way it was used to describe Mo. This was often accomplished through relative or subordinate clauses or phrases, such as “For a contemporary writer to avoid” or “a writer in a one-party state,” or in syntax that contrasted or juxtaposed, such as “Mo Yan certainly is a worthy writer, but disappoints some on the second thought.” In the US sub-sample, this pattern was common, and it functioned universally to express concerns about the way Mo filled the role of writer or created tensions between Mo-as-writer and other information. The transcript of National Public Radio’s Morning Edition, for example, stated, “He’s an honest writer who knows how to survive in the coercive censorship of China.” Occasionally, and only in the Australian, French and Indian sub-samples, this qualification provided more information about Mo (“a writer who deeply cares about the people”). The Indian sub-sample was distinctive in containing occasional references linking “writer” to the poverty Mo experienced in his youth. Aside from such exceptions, the word “writer” was juxtaposed with the political, as in “a real writer regardless of his politics.” “Writer” was clearly a central term through which the literary and political semantic sets noted above were combined.
The use of recurring noun phrases in which the word “writer” was embedded was also common, at 10% of the usages of the word. These set usages usually worked to label certain individuals in a stable way, such as “Chinese dissident writer Gao Xingjiang” or “imprisoned Chinese writer Liu Xiaobo.” These occurred commonly in the French and US sub-samples. It is significant that set phrases are used to describe individuals who oppose the Chinese state. Their identity is thus stabilized and made apparently self-evident (only apparently because one could ask for more details on what precisely makes a writer a dissident or an exile). Mo, by contrast, was not described in set phrases, but in the qualifying language discussed above. He was characterized by tropes of the form “a writer, but…” At one level, this is to be expected because Mo was the focus of news discourse, a new figure largely unknown in the western news media. The syntax of the keyword “writer” indicates that his meaning as a writer was being worked through in the text, instead of being represented as ideologically stable. At another level, these patterns suggest that Mo is the subject of the kind of discursive work that Laclau (2007) describes. In other words, Mo-as-writer is an object upon whom ideological work is being done in these news texts, an empty signifier through which western news producers could attempt to manage the meaning of China. The analysis found that China was being made sense of through the kind of syllogism that Lovell (2006) noted in the western news coverage of Chinese public individuals: a Chinese figure is good if a dissident, but bad if associated with the state. The Wall Street Journal provided a clear example of this thinking: 

When writers from countries without freedom of expression are awarded important prizes, we expect them to have artistic merits, and to be capable of standing up to repressive governments. Mo Yan certainly is a worthy writer, but disappoints some on the second count. He is, after all, vice president of the government-sponsored National Writers Association and a Communist Party member. (Sala, 2012)

Mo “disappoints” because he fails to fill the dissident writer role. The hedging used to express this (he disappoints “some”) indicates the lack of easy fit and the need for such textual work to position him.
	This reading of the ideological work done around the keyword “writer” is supported by the resort (7% overall) to norm-generating language. Often this language was a matter of idealizing modality: “A writer should express criticism and indignation.” At other times, it was through the attributes ascribed to an ideal writer: “The best way for a writer to speak was through his work.” Reference to the ideal writer or to the right way to be a writer sometimes worked to restate the syllogism stated above, but it was also used in later news reports to counter assumptions about him or writers in general. Mo, for example, was quoted as insisting “that a writer be judged solely on his works” (a future or ideal-state “should” has been elided here). Whatever the preferred meaning is, it is clear that normative work was being done around the word “writer.”

Concordance of “Writers”
The analysis of the corpus showed that the singular and plural versions of a noun were often quite distinct in their usage. Therefore, in the analysis, the term “writers” is treated separately. The item occurred with two-thirds the frequency of “writer” but was calculated as only slightly less “key” (LL = 1,455, compared to LL of 2,060). That is, although “writers” is a less commonly used in general English usage, it was common in our corpus. We argue that “writers” performs more work than “writer” does because it refers to groups of writers or to the group noun around which there is anxiety caused by the award of the Nobel Prize to Mo. It works slightly differently, but its overall work, nevertheless, is to reinforce the meaning of Mo-as-writer as an uncomfortable fit in the category of writers. Similar textual forms seemed significant in doing that work, such as descriptive phrases about writers, qualifying or problematizing language, set phrases and normative discourse. “Writers” occurred particularly frequently in set phrases. A large quantity (90 occurrences) of these referred to the “Chinese/China Writers Association,” and others referred to “dissident (Chinese) writers” or “exiled Chinese writers,” which reinforced the self-evident status of that group. Norm-generating references to “writers” were rare (just 1.9% of references), but they similarly created a rigid category of what writers should do. Unlike the modal verbs around the singular “writer,” in this case they demanded that “writers must take on political issues” and “should be guided by conscience.”
	A key difference in the usage of “writer” is that descriptive language about the group of writers frequently excluded Mo. In the large amount of discourse about writers, the modifiers of the plural form referred most often to the dissident category: “persecuted writers” and “other silenced writers.” “Writers” often were the objects of oppressive Chinese state actions: “censorship of other writers” and “imprisonment of writers and artists.” Indeed, Mo was sometimes the object of criticism from this group of “other writers.” Only twice did we find Mo unproblematically included in the group noun (e.g., “one of China’s leading writers”). In the analyzed texts, “writers” were usually a category arrayed against the state and with whom Mo’s commonality was in question. 
Compared to the single noun, there were fewer references to “writers” surrounded by qualifying language (about 14% of references). We interpreted this finding as evidence that the category is less problematic within western ideology. In this case, writers also emerged as subject to Chinese state actions: “writers living under conditions of censorship”, “the relationship between writers and centers of power”, and “China persecutes writers of whom it disapproves.” When Mo was included in this category, it was in the context of “writers” being problematic within China. Mo was described as one of the “most notable writers to come out of a system” of censorship and patronage. Alternatively, he was mentioned as “one of around 100 writers to pay tribute to Mao by hand-copying a passage” of his writings, implicitly casting doubt on these writers’ artistic independence and by extension their writerliness. There was a sub-set of references to writers in which they were discussed in purely literary terms (“These writers stand adored” and “stimulate people to read Chinese writers”), but this set was small. The analysis found that the literary semantic field was largely subsumed under the political.

Concordance of “Literature”
The word “literature” occurred the most frequently in set phrases associated with the prize’s name: “Nobel Prize in/for Literature,” “Nobel literature winner/laureate,” or variations of the phrases. Although this usage dominated the samples (71% overall), it was not analyzed further because it showed little systemic effect on the texts overall. In addition to similar, less common set phrases, such as “degree in literature,” it worked primarily to provide information and to identify the topic of the news rather than to act as a focal point for defining or evaluative work. In particular, this usage of “literature” did not work to construct the ideas it was associated with in particular ways. It occurred in language use that was relatively weak in other meanings and in parenthetical or adverbial clauses. The following example was typical: “A day after winning the Nobel Prize for literature, Chinese novelist Mo Yan said he hoped China’s other Nobel winner, jailed dissident Liu Xiaobo, can ‘achieve his freedom’ soon.” Typically, the meaning of literature was not re-articulated in its usage in these set phrases, and it had limited power in shaping the co-text.
Aside from the set naming phrases, “literature,” like “writer,” was a word through which the object of the news came into focus. We categorized about 19% of its usage as describing, labeling, and defining. In this usage, it was strongly characterized by its collocation in the phrase “Chinese literature.” Of all the keywords studied here, however, literature was the least politicized. The word was used mainly to explain and contextualize the novels as Chinese art in phrases such as “traditional Chinese literature” or “masterpieces of hallucinatory literature.” The semantic prosody of the word, to use Louw’s (1993) terms, was one of arguments about artistic merit. Therefore, the word worked to inform and educate western readers about the cultural field, thereby widening their horizons in ways that the announcement of a prize in literature would be expected to do. That language sometimes became connected to other matters. For example, Mo writes “apparently subversive literature,” or alternatively “is not writing political literature,” while the Nobel committee’s awards are “almost-always politicized literature and peace prizes.” In these and similar instances, the literature that Mo Yan’s novels instantiates and western political understandings of China are juxtaposed. However, these associations were not dominant. We also found some qualifying phrases and clauses in which the ideology of literature as a critical cultural force was evident, such as “He effectively used literature to expose corruption, misdeeds,” but these were not significant.
The concordance of “literature” showed a significant amount of discursive work on the connection between literature and politics. In about 6% of its usage, literature occurred in phrases that either linked it or juxtaposed it syntactically with politics: “literature and politics,” “an insult to humanity and to literature,” “to mix literature with politics,” and “his win was for literature, not politics.” Hence, in the reporting, literature appeared as a relatively stable category that belonged to the art world, which interacted uncomfortably with the state and with politics, and was in its ideal state relatively independent of politics. The ideology invoked in this word was the clearest in normative language about what literature should do: “Writers of real literature don’t, as a rule, actively advocate” and “literature should not be linked to politics.” By extension, “the Nobel Literature prize should not be a political device.” Other more subtle positions were stated rarely, such as “that does not mean we regard literature as unpolitical.” Statements were cited about the Chinese politicization of art, such as “art and literature should serve the people” and “literature must serve the socialist cause,” which served to present the Chinese state and politics in China (the distinction between these two concepts was not addressed in most instances) as corrupting the proper independence of literature. In India, “literature” was used in a cultural critical sense in discussions of China’s “rich tradition of ‘beauty literature’, alongside ‘scar literature’”, reflecting the high cultural literary analyses found in its elite newspapers. Thus, no single pattern predominated in the way the word “literature” was used. The analysis found that literature was a well-defined category, of which Mo’s writings were part, yet they were at risk of being drawn away into more political categories. This is not surprising, given that news texts are often loose assemblages of other source texts (Fairclough, 1995). Here, early news texts typically devoted a paragraph to the Swedish Academy’s citation, allowing its literary discourse to dominate. Several later articles drew on responses from cultural authorities. Given our methodology of studying keywords rather than larger discursive units, it is hard to conclude how far the usage was limited to those kinds of sentences.

Concordance of “Literary”
The stark contrast between the use of the terms “literature” and “literary” was a significant finding. While “literature” is a relatively stable noun that describes a major cultural field, “literary” is an adjective that accords a high status attribute to the object to which it is attached. The term is key not only because it was much more common in the concordance than in general written English but also because it did considerable work. It appeared in the sample as contested because its root literary meaning was repurposed in ways that are rare in other English usages.
In the sample (51% of references), “literary” was used to accord artistic excellence or to describe cultural institutions. The word was frequently used to refer to the “literary devices” or “literary genre” of Mo’s novels or to the “literary novels” he had written. Hence, the effect of “literary” was to build the semantic coherence of the announcement and awarding of the prize. That is, for English-language readers, Mo was likely to be unknown, so to describe him as “literary” and to specify his literary attributes helped them make sense of the fact that he received the award. He “burst out from Chinese literary circles” onto the world stage, and he was “not the first Chinese literary great of the century.” As in these instances, the word can also be used to describe cultural institutions, most commonly in relatively fixed phrases, such as “the literary universe” or “the Chinese literary world,” but also in distinctive phrases, such as “literary taste-making industry” or “Anglo-American literary taste-buds.” These phrases referred to the institutional status of certain people and organizations in shaping the artistic environment. In citing and referencing that institutional power, the texts provided readers with yardsticks by which they could understand Mo’s award. In general English, this is the dominant set of meanings of the word. For example, in the Brown corpus of everyday US English, “literary” co-occurs most often with high-cultural references, such as “literary figure,” “literary studies,” or “literary form.”1
This set of meanings is far from stable, however. In a significant number of instances, the literary was placed in ostensibly oxymoronic phrases or was framed as being at risk, similar to but more striking than the ways that a “writer” was made problematic. The award was described as the “biggest whirlpool around the literary Nobel this century.” The controversy “has divided China’s literary world”; he is accused of being an “anodyne literary figurehead for the official Chinese.” One text characterized his critics as believing him to be “a literary stooge.” Similar to the deployment of the other keywords, the literary was often portrayed as at odds with the political, drawing upon the same ideology of artistic independence surrounding “literature” and how a writer “should” act. 
Contrast is characteristic of how the condensed space of news journalism works. An ironic juxtaposition can communicate as much—with less opportunity for news subjects to complain—as a fully expressed idea can. However, the undermining of literary merit was not simply embedded in presuppositions. Particularly in texts by cultural critics later in the sample, the literary was a key symbolic commodity whose availability to China was questioned in the texts. Lovell (2012) argued that the Chinese “government has long craved a literary Nobel for a Chinese citizen…as proof that the People’s Republic has arrived as a modern world power.” Epstein (2012) used the awarding of the honor to Mo to criticize the Nobel literature prize in general, arguing that “as currently awarded the prize neither sets a true standard for literary production nor raises the prestige of literature itself.” The density of the similar words, “standard,” “literary,” “literature,” and “prestige” showed how central matters of symbolic power were in the news reporting of the award. Access to literary status is a touchstone in the west, as much as in China, for the significance of the award of the prize to Mo. The analysis revealed that the literary was sometimes a vessel into which concerns about the rise of China were poured.
It should be noted that the Indian sub-sample did not problematize the literary in this way. Instead, the Indian news media tended to link Mo’s writing with his upbringing and with the inspiration that he himself credited as “loneliness and hunger” rather than with the literary constraints of censorship or other political aspects, as was common in the west. “[H]is literary instincts were spurred by loneliness,” began one story in the Press Trust of India.

Discussion
The keyness analysis identified four clear semantic sets: 1) Chineseness; 2) a cluster of topic words (writer/writers/literature/literary/author); 3) human rights in China; and 4) specifics about Mo Yan and his writings. The concordance analysis showed that the topic words were articulated with the other semantic sets through four discursive moves. These moves were widely shared across the national sub-samples (with the exception of India) and (with the exception of the concordance of “literature”) and worked consistently to manage the problem that the awarding of the Nobel prize to Mo Yan presented to western self-conceptions and western ideas about China.
	We do not argue that this ideological labor was done predominantly through these keywords (indeed, much more could be said about the coverage), but the clear patterns found showed that these keywords were consistently an important focal point of making the award of the Nobel Prize understandable in these global media spaces. We drew on Laclau’s concept of empty signifiers to conduct the wider analysis. The anger felt by Rushdie and Müller, which was cited in introduction, was transmuted into a struggle over the meaning of words, such as “writer”, “writers,” “literature,” and “literary.” The strength of the patterning suggests that the coverage did not fit descriptions of multi-layered publicity, in which the national combines with an awareness of the cross-national that opens up the possibilities of some mutual understanding (Hjarvard, 2001; Reese, 2010). Instead, these texts were characterized by a monoglot, western-centric voice that impinged on the global space. At the level of text, Mo was trapped within a highly restrictive form of discourse in which he became understandable as a problematic writer or a literary figure through his association with China. A key resource for managing this problem was western human rights discourse, through which Mo was contrasted to activists in China. The neglect in the western public imaginary of growing Chinese public debates and distinctive Chinese understandings of human rights, which Shi-xu (2011) noted, was apparent here. We observed a closing down of meaning, which restricted the possibilities of understanding Mo as a champion of the oppressed people he wrote about or as a part of contemporary Chinese self-scrutiny and exploration of human dignity. It is of concern that the intellectual resources needed to move beyond a monovalent English-language global discourse of China—in particular, the recognition of complexity and multiplicity in ways of living and seeing the world—were lacking in the texts analyzed here. Indeed, the Swedish Academy’s initiatives in producing such resources were resisted and interpreted reductively.
We do not claim to describe a complete or stable process. Instead both the close textual analysis and Laclau’s theory draw attention to the process of weighting certain keywords with a wide range of meanings regarding human rights, politics, the state, and China. The keywords could not sustain these meanings—as indeed Mo could not be interpreted stably as a pro-state or anti-state writer—but they became contested, reinflected and made to resonate with symbolic value. Moreover, in that process, the “concrete other” (Benhabib, 1992) became barely discernable. That is, the literary specificity of Mo Yan’s novels, such as the way they draw upon Chinese storytelling traditions or intervene in social issues (e.g., the status of women), was lost as the keywords about the writer and his literature became politicized. The differences between the Indian reporting of the 2012 Nobel Prize in Literature award and that of the western media suggest both that the reductionism in the coverage was not inevitable and that India’s geographical and cultural proximity to China enabled its news media reportage to eclipse western ideologies. Overall, however, the findings provide few grounds for the optimistic outlook that even in the cultural domain and even with the support of powerful cultural institutions, such as the Swedish Academy, there is much space for global publicness in which there is interconnection between ways of being understandable.
The paper’s contribution to understanding the representation of China is not simply that it restates the inadequacy of western news coverage. We hope we have shown the amount of discursive work that was invested in order to support long-standing frames of China through the network of references linking Mo, other writers, and literature. We hope that we have also focused attention on the specific mechanisms by which Mo was “misrecognized” according to Fraser’s theorization of global publicness. As Rockhill and Gomez-Muller (2011, p. 70) noted: 

[T]o be misrecognized is to be denied the status of a peer, or full partner in social life, by virtue of institutionalized hierarchies of social value. Seen this way, via the ‘status model’, injustices of misrecognition are unlike those of maldistribution in that they are rooted in the status order, as opposed to the economic structure, of society.

The discursive production of Mo as problematically literary, as a “disappointing” instantiation of the category of writer when juxtaposed with dissident Chinese writers, did not simply subsume the literary within the political. In misrecognizing the Chinese cultural figure, western journalism also reinforced the status model. The problem extends deeper than neglect or narrow reporting because it reinscribes the dependent status of Chinese life and thought in the English-language version of the public space that these media outlets inhabit. While the event of the Nobel Prize was used to champion the human rights of individuals within the Chinese political system, the language resources used to do that denied Chinese full partnership in social life. Our analysis showed that the keywords became sites for the west to act out its need to reinforce its status. 
The paper was intended to make a methodological contribution by showing the value of tracing the patterning of status subordination in large samples of news text. In the past, this task was difficult to perform without recourse to broad-brush tools, such as content analysis. In bringing together the close attention to detail of textual analysis with the wider view that the large corpus provides, the findings of the analysis substantiated the discourse analytical claim that keywords are sites of meaning-making regarding cultural-political questions. This approach also enabled a comparison across several countries. It thereby allowed us to specify some of the trans-contextual networks and flows of meaning in globalized discourse (Blommaert, 2010, p. 1), particularly in the discursive work on the news event, specifically the degree of homogeneity in global English language news discourse. 
The analysis of the keywords was partial in several respects, particularly its focus on text rather than context. A long tradition of scholarship (e.g., Said, 1993; Hall, 1997; Fairclough, 2003) has argued that discourse cannot be reified in text but must be seen as a differentiated, competitive, diverse, and evolving social and cultural practice. As noted earlier, Shi-xu’s (2014) critique of the privileging in much discourse analysis of the western emphasis on verbal text in the cultural production of meaning raises particular questions about the global circulation of texts about Mo. 	Using western linguistic tools, this paper describes some resources of meaning-making in western news. Our original corpus was comprised of news reported in 32 countries. The preliminary analysis found that keywords were articulated in multiple ways in many countries, such as Germany, Singapore, and Japan, which adds complexity to any conclusions. Because of the relatively small sample sizes, the news texts from these countries were not included in the study. In future research, larger samples comprising a wider range of news producers would enrich the analysis. Future research could also blend a corpus-based analysis with other methodologies of discourse analysis in order to study texts in context. 

Notes
1.	The Nobel Prize in Literature was awarded to Chinese-born Gao Xingjian in 2000. He was a French citizen at that time, however.
2.	Here we use here the tool Wmatrix (Rayson, 2008) and the 2007 version of the British National Corpus (written in English) as the reference corpus.
3.	Note that statistical significance is not claimed for these patterns.
4.	Details on the log-likelihood calculations within Wmatrix, which we used in this study, are available at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html (​http:​/​​/​ucrel.lancs.ac.uk​/​llwizard.html​).
5.	Because space is limited, only the two pairs “literature”/“literary” and “writer”/“writers” are examined here; “author” is not analyzed.
6.	Observation based on a search of the Brown Corpus via Sketch Engine. Retrieved from https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/bonito/run.cgi/first_form?corpname=preloaded/brown_1 (​https:​/​​/​the.sketchengine.co.uk​/​bonito​/​run.cgi​/​first_form?corpname=preloaded​/​brown_1​)
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Figure 1. Word cloud of 100 most significant tokens in sample (using Wmatrix’s log likelihood algorithm)








